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Lesson 5, Part 1 – Voice-Over Recording Tips: 

Easily and Quickly Reposition and Align Multiple Audio Items 

 

Welcome to Lesson 5 of the Newbie's Guide to Audio Recording Awesomeness, Volume 2. We'll be 

continuing with the section on voice over tips showing you in this lesson how to easily and quickly 

reposition and align multiple items. In Lesson 4 we started presenting some really cool voice over 

automation tips; you learned how to split an audio item manually using the S key on your keyboard 

and how to trim an item manually by clicking and dragging the edge of an item to the left or right. 

You also then learned about the auto trim split tool which does both of those things splitting and 

trimming automatically, making that job a lot faster. Today, we'll talk about another tool that will 

save lots of time and effort; the repositioned items tool and the ripple editing tool. Both of these are 

great for certain types of voice over gigs but they're also good for music especially the ripple editing 

tool. So let's get to it. 

 

Okay, so we've got Reaper open here so go ahead and open it on your computer so you can follow 

along. I've recorded in Lesson 4 just four quick phrases and then we manually and then 

automatically using the auto trim split tool. Split tool one long audio item that had all four of these 

phrases in it into four short audio items. First, we used the split tool which is the S key on your 

keyboard to manually split these and then we trimmed them just by dragging the edges here so that 

we can cut out the silence in between the phrases. Today, we're gonna talk about how to put a 

specified amount of time say, 3 seconds in between every single one of your items. When you have 

four it's easy enough just to drag them but if you have 50 to 75 or 100 of 'em obviously that method 

would get very tiresome and take a long time. This method will show you how to do it in a 

heartbeat. And the other thing we're gonna do is talk about using the ripple editing tool which will 

allow you to move multiple items at once by clicking it. 

 

Let's talk about the ripple editing tool first. Over here, you'll see the button for ripple editing. Right 

now it's disabled, it's not lit up. If I click on it one time you'll see that I have activated ripple editing 

per track, so that means that everything on one track will be affected but things on other tracks 

won't be affected. If I click on it again I now have enabled ripple editing for all tracks and we'll talk 

about what the differences between those things are, but for now let's click on it again to turn it off, 

click on it one more time to enable it. Here is what ripple editing does. It's easier to show you than 

to talk about it. With ripple editing off, if I move this item it moves all by itself and the other items 

are unaffected. If I click on it once just by clicking on the first item and shifting it left to right you 

can see that everything is also shifted by the same amount. This is really cool, but let me issue this 

warning right upfront you need to be very careful that you know when ripple editing is on and when 

it's off. This is especially true when you have several minutes of audio in your project. Right now 

with just these four any changes you make to say, this first one are gonna be pretty obvious when 

you've had everything visible. But if you are zoomed into it or if you have a whole bunch more than 

stream zoom into this one and see it now. Everything that's downstream is out of sight out of mind. 

 

So let's say that everything is right where it needs to be on the timeline. This starts at second 6 and 

this starts at second 12, and that's where it needs to be but you decide to come over to this item over 

here and say you want less blank space in between those two pieces there so let's just go ahead and 

do that, we make a split and we want to trim it up a little bit, maybe shift this back in time. Well, 

guess what? If ripple editing is on the changes you make on that first item will shift everything 
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downstream. You may zoom out to find that everything's all messed up because you forgot to turn 

ripple editing off. That is what the undo button is for. So let's just go ahead and undo those changes 

that I made there and talk a little bit more about ripple editing. 

 

One other thing that you need to be aware of is that ripple editing affects whatever item you're 

working on and everything to the right of it... That is, everything that happens later than that item. 

But it will not affect anything that happens earlier than that item so that's why when I click on the 

first item and shift it back and forth with ripple editing turned on all four items move but if I come 

over to the second item and shift it around only it and the two items downstream from it will move, 

the one earlier than it will not be affected. Same here, if I move to the third item only it and this one 

will be affected. 

 

Now remember when I talked about the different settings here, we have ripple editing for all tracks 

versus ripple editing per track. When you only have one track they're both the same; the all track 

and then per track will both be the same. But let's go ahead. That I have a track here. Remember, if 

you just double-click in this blank space, it opens up a new track. That's what I did here, I added the 

second track, and I'm just going to bring these two items down to the second track. Alright, so let's 

turn Ripple-Editing off. Now, if we press it once, it's per track. So let's see how that works here. You 

see, I move that back and forth, and it affects everything on track one, but nothing on track two is 

affected. If I click it one more time, and enable it for all tracks, you see now, that moving this first 

one affects all items on all tracks. 


